Sequence learning can be differentiated according to phases (rapid and slower), modalities (perceptual and motor), and whether or not it is conscious (implicit and explicit). Implicit sequence learning occurs when information is acquired from an environment of complex stimuli without conscious access either to what was learned or to the fact that learning occurred. In everyday life, this learning mechanism is crucial for adapting to the environment and for predicting events unconsciously. Implicit sequence learning underlies not only motor, but also cognitive and social skills; it is therefore an important aspect of life from infancy to old age. Moreover, this kind of learning does not occur only during practice, in the so-called online periods, but also between practice periods, during the so-called offline periods. The process that occurs during the offline periods is referred to as consolidation, which denotes the stabilization of a memory trace after the initial acquisition; this can result in increased resistance to interference or even improvement in performance following an offline period. Understanding the multiple aspects and influencing factors of consolidation can help us to reveal the nature of memory and changes in brain plasticity. Our review focuses on how consolidation varies with factors such as awareness, the length of offline periods, the type of information to be learned, and the age of participants. We highlight that consolidation is not a single process; instead, there are multiple mechanisms in the offline period, which are differently influenced by these factors.
Introduction
Prediction is one of the most fundamental functions of the brain. During every moment of our waking life, the brain is trying to anticipate future sensations. In order to recognize time-based patterns and predict subsequent events, storing and recalling of sequences are required (Hawkins et al., 2009) . Without these skills, it would be impossible to carry out evolutionary adaptive behaviors. Most predictions are based on the implicit learning that occurs when information is acquired from an environment of complex stimuli, without conscious access either to what was learned or to the fact that learning occurred (Cleeremans et al., 1998; Reber, 1993) . Despite the growing interest in implicit learning in the past decades, there has been relatively little research on offline processing of implicitly learned information (i.e., consolidation). Here, we review recent work on implicit sequence learning and its consolidation, with an emphasis on the last 10 years. More selectively, we address four of the most important factors that influence the consolidation of this fundamental learning mechanism. These factors must be taken into consideration before planning and performing brain imaging, psychophysiological, and behavioral studies on sequence learning and its consolidation.
Implicit sequence learning underlies not only motor, but also cognitive and social skills (Kaufman et al., 2010; Lieberman, 2000; Romano Bergstrom et al., in press; Ullman, 2004) ; it is therefore an important aspect of life from infancy to old age. Implicit sequence learning is essential for learning languages, as well as learning to operate appliances, computer applications or musical instruments (Howard et al., 2004; Romano et al., 2010) . Social skills appear in compound behaviors (including series of perceptions, emotions as well as motor actions) realized in proper sequences and under appropriate circumstances. These skills -for example, dialogs, decision making in social context, communication of emotions, predicting others' behavior based on previous verbal and nonverbal social communication, and adjusting our own behavior based on these predictions -are needed for normal social functioning in various sorts of situations: in the workplace, in the family, in the neighborhood, during recreation, shopping, or in the context of medical and mental care (Heerey and Velani, 2010; Lieberman, 2000; . Furthermore, these skills are crucial for effective participation in educational, training, and rehabilitation programs, for instance in relearning how to walk, reach for objects, and speak after brain injury (Howard et al., 2004; Nemeth et al., 2010a) .
Most models and empirical studies of skill learning highlight the role of the basal ganglia and the cerebellum (Dennis and Cabeza, 2011; Doyon et al., 2009a; Hikosaka et al., 1999; Hikosaka et al., 2002b; Keele et al., 2003; Kincses et al., 2008; Rieckmann et al., 2010; Sefcsik et al., 2009) ; in contrast, the role of the hippocampus remains inconclusive (Albouy et al., 2008; Schendan et al., 2003) . A major approach to this research is through brain imaging and neuropsychological studies; in addition to these, experiments investigating the effects of pharmacological agents provide an opportunity for the better understanding of the biological background of implicit learning (for review see Uddén et al., 2010) . For example, a study by Frank et al. (2006) showed that the benzodiazepine midazolam, which inactivates the hippocampus, causes explicit memory deficits in healthy participants, but enhances implicit learning. In contrast, a more recent study found impaired implicit learning after the exogenous administration of the stress hormone cortisol (Römer et al., 2011) . The engagement of specific brain structures in these phenomena needs to be clarified.
In experimental settings, implicit learning is defined as the acquisition of co-occurrence/dependencies between stimuli or trials, and is expressed only through performance (Frensch, 1998; Howard et al., 2004; Rieckmann and Bäckman, 2009 ). In the past decades, several tasks have been developed to tap into implicit learning. These tasks can be organized into two main groups based on whether the covariation or the temporal sequence of stimuli has predictive information. For example, in artificial grammar learning, participants are exposed to strings of letters. They are not informed that the strings follow a set of rules; yet, it has been found that they can apply these rules at a later stage of practice (Dienes et al., 1991; Reber, 1989) . In the weather prediction task, individuals have to decide whether a specific combination of cards predicts rainy or sunny weather. They are unaware that each combination of cards is probabilistically related to a particular weather outcome. During the task, participants learn gradually which of two outcomes will occur, although they have no conscious knowledge of the rule (Gluck et al., 2002; Kemény and Lukács, 2009; Kincses et al., 2004; Poldrack and Rodriguez, 2004) . Similarly, in the contextual cueing task, the global configuration of a display cues the location of a search target (Chun and Jiang, 1998; Howard et al., 2006) .
In these tasks, the covariation of certain stimuli (e.g., in a letter string/a set of cards) has predictive information, in contrast to sequence learning tasks, where participants have to predict the onset of a stimulus based on the preceding stimuli (Rieckmann and Bäckman, 2009) . Evidence suggests that the latter type of task has partly different underlying mechanisms and activates partly different brain structures (Greene et al., 2007; Jimenez and Vázquez, 2011; Poldrack et al., 2005) ; therefore, it is important to differentiate between these two types of tasks. In recent years, a growing body of data has emerged regarding the consolidation of implicit sequence learning, while covariation learning has received less attention. In our review, we focus on the perceptual-motor learning of sequences. First, we describe the sequence learning tasks in more details. We follow this with a discussion of the consolidation processes and its potentially influencing factors. Finally, we consider developing questions and future directions on this research field.
Measures of implicit sequence learning
A widely used sequence learning task is the finger tapping task (Fig. 1A) . Here, participants are instructed to produce a particular sequence of finger movements either on a response box or by opposing their fingers to their thumb (Doyon et al., 2002; Karni et al., 1995) . Performance is measured by the number of correctly produced sequences over a certain time interval (e.g., 30 s). Similarly to the previously mentioned tasks, participants' performance becomes better with practice. The main problem with this task is that it can be difficult to classify as truly implicit, because participants are aware of the sequence they have to generate. However, it is based on the learning of sequences and the learning is expressed through performance; therefore, we discuss the results based on this task where it is relevant to the question of consolidation.
In the past decade, the serial reaction time (SRT) task (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987) and its modification, the alternating serial reaction time (ASRT) task (Howard and Howard, 1997; Nemeth et al., 2010b) , have become the most popular implicit sequence learning tasks. In the original version of the SRT task, a stimulus appears at one of four possible locations on the screen, and subjects have to press the button corresponding to that location (Fig. 1A) . They are unaware that the sequence of subsequent locations (and correspondingly, the sequence of the responses) follows a predetermined order (Hallgató et al., in press ). For example, in classical SRT tasks, the structure of the sequence is deterministic, with the stimuli following a simple repeating pattern as in the series 213412431423, where the numbers refer to distinct events (Fig. 1B) . Without becoming aware of the sequence, subjects learn the regularity -and as they learn, they produce faster and more accurate responses. When the sequence is changed to a random series of stimuli, subjects become slower and less accurate in responding. In this task, sequence learning is measured by the reaction time difference between sequence and random blocks.
The modified version of SRT is the alternating serial reaction time (ASRT) task (Howard and Howard, 1997; Nemeth et al., 2010b) . Here, repeating events alternate with random ones in an eight-element sequence so that the location of every second stimulus in the stream is determined randomly. If, for instance, the sequence is 3214, where the numbers represent locations on the screen, the sequence of the stimuli will be 3R2R1R4R, with R representing a random element. The sequence is thus better hidden than in the classical SRT task. This structure is referred to as a probabilistic second-order dependency (Remillard, 2008) . The structure is second-order in that for pattern trials, event n-2 predicts event n. It is probabilistic in that these pattern trials occur amid randomly determined ones. In addition, participants do not generally become aware of the alternating structure of the sequences, even after extended practice, and sensitive recognition tests indicate that people do not develop explicit knowledge of the event sequences that are more likely to occur (Howard et al., 2004; Howard and Howard, 1997; Song et al., 2007) .
Because sequence, and random stimuli alternate in the ASRT task, some sequences of three events (called "triplets") occur more frequently than others (Fig. 1B) . In this task we can separate general skill learning from sequence-specific learning, where general skill learning refers to increasing speed as the result of practice. In contrast, sequence-specific learning refers to the acquisition of sequencespecific knowledge, resulting in relatively faster responses for more predictable high-frequency events compared to less predictable low-frequency events. In the classical SRT task, sequence learning is measured as the RT difference between sequence and random blocks (Fig. 1C) . However, in this difference score, sequence-specific and general skill learning are mixed, because participants also exhibit general skill improvement on sequential blocks. Thus, the bigger difference between these two types of blocks could be attributed to sequence-specific and general skill learning together, and we cannot determine the extent of these two types of learning. ASRT allows these types of learning to be separated. Another advantage of the ASRT task compared to the classical SRT task is that in the ASRT, it is possible to track sequence-specific learning continuously by comparing responses to the random and sequence elements or more and less predictable events in all blocks. In summary, recent research favors the ASRT task, because 1) it is more implicit, 2) it can separate sequencespecific and general skill learning, and 3) it can continuously track these two types of learning across all blocks.
Consolidation of sequence knowledge
Sequence learning does not occur only during practice, in the socalled online periods, but also between practice periods, during the so-called offline periods. The process that occurs during the offline periods is referred to as consolidation, which denotes the stabilization of a memory trace after the initial acquisition; this can result increased resistance to interference or even improvement in performance following an offline period (Krakauer and Shadmehr, 2006; Nemeth et al., 2010b; Robertson, 2009; Song, 2009) . This review will focus on factors that can determine the postencoding stabilization and enhancement phases of consolidation. The consolidation can include the integration of recently acquired information with past experiences (memory association), the anatomical reorganization of memory representations (memory translocation), reconsolidation of memory representations after recall (memory reconsolidation), and even the erasure of memory representations, all of which appear to occur outside of awareness and without additional training. These processes can be time dependent or sleep dependent Walker et al., 2003b; Walker and Stickgold, 2004) . Hence, it is essential to differentiate between time-dependent and sleep-dependent consolidation. Time-dependent consolidation reflects the stabilization or even improvement of the memory trace after an offline period, irrespective of whether sleep occurred in this period or not. Thus, in this type of consolidation, sleep is not an essential component.
In recent decades, special attention has been given to the role of sleep; for instance references are made to sleep-dependent consolidation (Walker and Stickgold, 2004) suggesting that performance improves more when the offline period includes sleep than when it does not. Several studies have shown the critical role of sleep in skill learning consolidation (Fischer et al., 2002; Maquet et al., 2000; Peigneux et al., 2003; Stickgold et al., 2002; Walker et al., 2002) . Nonetheless, the results concerning consolidation of sequence knowledge have been mixed, and recent findings indicate that whether or not offline improvements occur at all, and whether they are sleep dependent, varies with factors such as awareness, the length of the offline period, the type of information to be learned, and the age of the participants (Hallgató et al., in press; Press et al., 2005; Robertson et al., 2004; Song et al., 2007; Spencer et al., 2007) .
Although a growing body of research and fertile models advance our understanding of online learning (e.g., Cohen and Squire, 1980; Hawkins et al., 2009; Henke, 2010; Willingham, 1997) , less is known about the offline processes, and there are yet unresolved contradictions between some of the related findings. Therefore, it is critical to determine which factors can potentially influence the consolidation of sequence learning. We discuss four factors that must be taken into account in consolidation research: 1) The role of awareness, 2) the length of the offline period, 3) perceptual and motor sequences, and 4) the effect of age. Considering these factors, we can organize the findings that emerge more appropriately and build more effective models of consolidation.
The role of awareness in consolidation
Ample research using the finger tapping task suggests that sleep plays an important role in the consolidation of sequence learning (Doyon et al., 2009b; Fischer et al., 2002; Korman et al., 2003; Walker et al., 2003b; Walker and Stickgold, 2004) . Walker et al. (2003b) , for example, found that finger tapping skill developed to the highest degree during the first night of sleep following training, but additional nights of sleep also offered continued improvements. The main distinction in the case of sequence type is whether it is deterministic or probabilistic. C) Typical examples of performance measures in different sequence learning paradigms. In the finger tapping task, performance is measured by the number of correctly produced sequences over a certain time interval (e.g., 30 s). In the classical SRT task, sequence learning is measured as the RT difference between sequence (S) and random (R) blocks. In the probabilistic sequence learning tasks (e.g., the ASRT task), sequence-specific learning is measured by comparing responses to the random and sequence elements or more and less predictable events in all blocks.
Other studies have suggested that sleep-dependent improvement is independent of whether sleep occurs during daytime or nighttime; even a 90-minute daytime nap, immediately after learning, resulted in robust gains (Fischer et al., 2002; Korman et al., 2007) . Korman et al. (2003) found that time in sleep determined the time of expression of these delayed gains.
Regarding the consolidation-related neural mechanisms, Fischer et al. (2005) showed that sleep-dependent improvement was linked to greatly reduced brain activation in the prefrontal, premotor, and primary motor cortical areas, along with a stronger involvement of the left parietal cortical regions. Investigating the electroencephalographic characteristics of post-training sleep, Morin et al. (2008) found an increased number and duration of sleep spindles during the offline consolidation of sequential finger movements.
Using the SRT task, Robertson et al. (2004) found offline improvement after sleep as well, but only if participants gained declarative knowledge about the sequence. Robertson (2009) argued that the consolidation of explicit and implicit learning is differentially affected by sleep and wakefulness. In another study, Fischer et al. (2007) suggested that sleep leads to offline enhancement by increasing the explicit knowledge about the learned information. Hence, when participants are aware of the sequential structure, we can observe sleep-dependent offline improvement (as in the studies using finger tapping or explicit SRT tasks). In some cases, however, this overnight enhancement in explicit knowledge can interfere with performancefor example, when the learning is implicit (Brown and Robertson, 2007; Galea et al., 2010) -even resulting in an overnight decrease of implicit knowledge (e.g., Fischer et al., 2007) .
According to Robertson (2009) , in implicit learning when there is no declarative knowledge about the task, consolidation may occur during both wakefulness and sleep. In line with this prediction, recent SRT and ASRT studies found similar consolidation of implicit sequence learning during both sleep and wakefulness (Nemeth et al., 2010b; Robertson et al., 2004; Song et al., 2007) . For instance, Song et al. (2007) studied offline learning in young adults with the ASRT task, which has proven to be the most implicit sequence learning task because of its probabilistic properties (Howard et al., 2004) . Participants were tested in three sessions, with an equivalent period of wake or sleep between sessions. There was no evidence of offline improvement in sequence-specific learning following either a period of sleep or wakefulness. The performance in the testing session, however, was the same as in the learning phase, suggesting that the sequential knowledge was well consolidated. Nemeth et al. (2010b) found similar results in elderly participants with the same method.
Summarizing these findings, when participants are aware of the sequence structure, offline improvement can occur only after sleep (for detailed explanation see Robertson, 2009 ). This claim is also in accordance with results from finger tapping tasks (Fischer et al., 2002; Walker et al., 2003b; Walker and Stickgold, 2004) and explicit SRT tasks (Robertson et al., 2004) , because in those cases participants are aware of the sequence knowledge. In contrast, consolidation of implicit learning is independent of sleep. Thus, awareness of the sequential structure can modify the process of consolidation: When people gain explicit knowledge about the task, sleep-dependent consolidation occurs, while in the case of implicit learning, consolidation is only time dependent. Yet, it is important to note that there are other factors that may influence the effect of sleep in these tasks. For example, in finger tapping tasks, sequences are shorter and deterministic. In contrast, SRT tasks usually consist of longer deterministic sequences, while in ASRT tasks the sequences are probabilistic. Thus, the consolidation of implicit sequence knowledge might also depend on the type, length, and complexity of sequences. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, no study has comprehensively controlled and manipulated these factors.
We can interpret the role of awareness more deeply if we take into consideration that sleep affects evolutionarily newer brain structures, such as the frontal lobe, compared to other brain structures (Hobson, 2009; Muzur et al., 2002) . Studies on the relationship between cognitive functions and normal or disrupted sleep suggest that sleep has a greater impact on cognitive functions connected to the frontal lobe and other cortical structures than on those connected to subcortical structures (Bearpark et al., 1987; Bedard et al., 1993; Bedard et al., 1991; Cosentino et al., 2000; Engelman et al., 2000; Gosselin et al., 2006; Hoekema et al., 2007; Naegele et al., 2006; Nemeth et al., in press; Nemeth et al., 2010b; Pierobon et al., 2008; Robertson et al., 2004; Song et al., 2007) . Furthermore, the awareness of sequential structure can be related to cortical structures, primarily to the frontal lobe (Gomez Beldarrain et al., 2008; Gomez Beldarrain et al., 2002; Squire et al., 1993; Squire et al., 1990) . These claims can explain the findings that in finger tapping and explicit SRT tasks, sleepdependent consolidation can be obtained, in contrast to ASRT studies where participants gain no explicit knowledge about the task. Consequently, we can conclude that implicit learning connected to subcortical structures does not benefit from sleep.
The length of the offline period
The previously mentioned studies used a 12-or 24-hour delay between sessions to specifically investigate the role of sleep. However, another important question is what happens during consolidation in a much shorter or a much longer time interval. Studies on the time course of skill consolidation indicate that there is a "critical period" after the learning phase that is necessary for the stabilization of memory traces . This time period depends on the task demand, and it varies from 1-2 h to 5 h (Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997; Shadmehr and Holcomb, 1997) or 6 h (Walker et al., 2003a) . Before this time interval passes (e.g., immediately or 30 min after the learning session), the newly acquired skill is more sensitive to interference effects and no offline improvement is observed compared to longer delays. For example, using the SRT task, one study found that the gain of consolidation increased with the length of delay . In this SRT study, no enhancement was found 1 h after the learning phase, but significant enhancement was observed after 4 h, and this further increased after 12 h. These results suggest that offline learning may be a dynamic process. However, these studies examined only a shorter stretch of time, so the question remains of what happens in consolidation after more than 12 h.
A recent ASRT study investigated the time course of implicit sequence learning by comparing the performance after 12-, 24-hour, and 1-week delays from the initial learning session . The researchers focused on the consolidation of implicit sequence-specific learning, and separately, general skill learning between young and elderly adults. The aim of the study was to determine a time point in a longer stretch of time at which improvement can still be observed in consolidation, and analyze its possible agerelated differences. In the young adults, the researchers found offline improvement of the general skill after all three delay periods, with a gradual decline among delays. Although no offline improvement was found in sequence-specific learning with any of the consolidation intervals, it did not decrease significantly between sessions for young participants, suggesting that sequence-specific knowledge consolidated well. Thus, according to these results, offline general skill learning is influenced by the time course. In contrast, offline sequencespecific learning is not affected by the length of the offline period, since the consolidation of sequential knowledge had already occurred after a 12-hour delay, and did not differ from the 24-hour and 1-week delay conditions.
These results are congruent with recent theories of consolidation Robertson et al., 2005; Shadmehr and BrashersKrug, 1997; Shadmehr and Holcomb, 1997; Walker et al., 2003a) , which claim that memory stabilization occurs during the first 5-6 h after learning. The strong offline improvement of general skill that was observed after 12 h may reflect this first stabilization process of memory traces, including the previously mentioned critical time period . In addition, consolidation of sequencespecific information was similar in the 12-, 24-hour, and 1-week offline periods, independently of time course. These results suggest that the stabilization of sequence-specific memory is a faster process, because it had already occurred after 12 h and did not differ from the other delay conditions. In contrast, in the case of general skill learning, further changes were observed after longer time intervals (e.g., 24-hour and 1-week delays) compared to the 12-hour delay condition . In another recent study, retention of the sequencespecific knowledge was found after a full year (Romano et al., 2010) , suggesting that sequence knowledge without further practice is stable even after much longer periods.
Perceptual and motor factors of sequence learning
Another major debate in the field of sequence learning is whether we rely on "our hands" or on "our eyes" during learning (Deroost and Soetens, 2006; Keele et al., 2003; Kemény and Lukács, 2011; Mayr, 1996; Nemeth et al., 2009; Song et al., 2008; Ziessler and Nattkemper, 2001 ). In the classical sequence learning paradigms, such as the SRT and ASRT tasks, exactly what the participants learn is not clear: They might learn the sequence of the stimuli (perceptual learning), the sequence of their own eye movements (oculomotor learning), the sequence of response locations (response-based learning), or the sequence of given finger movements (effector-based learning) (Cohen et al., 1990; Remillard, 2003; Willingham, 1999) . These factors determine not only the online learning process, but also the consolidation of sequence knowledge.
In an SRT study, Willingham (1999) used two conditions to examine the perceptual and the motor factors of learning. In one condition, the stimulus-response mapping was changed in the transfer (test) phase that followed the learning phase, so that half of the participants had to press the same sequence of keys as in the learning phase but saw new stimuli (motor condition), whereas the other half had to press a different sequence of keys as in the learning phase but saw the same stimuli as before (perceptual condition). Willingham (1999) found that transfer was shown only when the motor sequence was kept constant, and not when the perceptual sequence was constant. In a previous study, Nemeth et al. (2009) compared the magnitude of perceptual and motor components of implicit sequence learning using a modification of the ASRT-task in a similar design.
In the ASRT-Race task, the stimuli were the left, right, up, and down arrows, which appeared in the center of the screen (minimizing oculomotor movements). In the learning phase, participants had to mentally rotate the arrows by 90°to the right, and press the button corresponding to this rotated arrow. In the transfer phase, the stimulusresponse mapping changed and participants no longer had to rotate the arrows (rather, they had to press the left button when seeing the left arrow). Half of the participants were assigned to the perceptual and the other half to the motor condition. In the perceptual condition, the perceptual sequence was the same, but the motor sequence (key presses) changed compared to the previously practiced sequence. Conversely, key presses followed the previously learned sequence and the perceptual information (the sequence of the stimuli displayed on the screen) changed in the motor condition. The goal of comparing the participants' performance between these two conditions was to determine whether the contribution of perceptual and motor component was the same as or different from the learning (for more details see Nemeth et al., 2009 ). This task involves second-order probabilistic sequences, whereas classical SRT tasks use deterministic sequences. ASRT-Race also allows "pure" sequence learning to be measured separately from general skill improvements, where sequence learning is reflected in the difference between the reaction times to more as opposed to less predictable events. In addition, this task eliminates the possibility of oculomotor learning, as stimuli always appear in the same central position on the screen. In contrast to Willingham's findings, Nemeth et al. (2009) demonstrated that not only motor, but also perceptual learning of second-order probabilistic sequences is possible. Furthermore, Nemeth et al. (2009) showed that the two types of learning do not differ significantly in magnitude.
Although several studies have investigated the perceptual and motor components of online sequence learning (Deroost and Soetens, 2006; Mayr, 1996; Nemeth et al., 2009; Remillard, 2003 Remillard, , 2009 Song et al., 2008) , to our knowledge, the effect of consolidation on the perceptual and motor characteristics of learning has received less empirical attention. The goal of the Hallgató et al.'s (in press ) study was to fill this gap by investigating how the offline period modifies motor and perceptual components of implicit sequence learning. This issue is of particular interest because it deals with the question of whether sequence learning and consolidation are mediated primarily by perceptual or by motor brain networks (Deroost and Soetens, 2006; Goschke, 1998) . Hallgató et al.'s study investigated the role of 12-hour and 24-hour delay on the perceptual and motor components of implicit sequence learning using the ASRT-Race task, while eliminating oculomotor learning. In addition, they aimed to explore the role of sleep in offline consolidation of these two factors of learning. Therefore, a 12-hour delay was administered between the learning phase and the transfer phase of the experiment, during which participants either slept (night group) or stayed awake (day group). They found significant sequence learning in the learning phase. Moreover, after the 12-hour and the 24-hour offline period, they found a significant learning effect in both the perceptual and the motor conditions; however, the transfer in the motor condition was more effective compared to the perceptual condition. They did not find any sleep effect on sequence learning in either condition.
The weaker consolidation of the perceptual component of sequence learning is in agreement with the results of Deroost and Soetens (2006) and Willingham (1999) , who found evidence of perceptual learning only under specific conditions. According to several studies, perceptual learning only takes place when the structure of the sequence is simple, but in case of deterministic sequences with second-order dependencies and probabilistic sequences with firstorder dependencies, perceptual learning is absent or only weakly present (Deroost and Soetens, 2006; Mayr, 1996; Remillard, 2003) . In addition, previous studies found perceptual learning in explicit conditions (Russeler and Rosler, 2000) and when a motor sequence was learned concurrently (Mayr, 1996) . In Hallgató et al.'s (in press) study, participants had no conscious awareness at all of the structure of the sequence. The only condition that met Deroost and Soetens (2006) criteria is that in the learning phase, participants learned the perceptual and motor components concurrently. Compared to Nemeth et al. (2009) , who found similar magnitudes of perceptual and motor learning immediately after the learning phase, Hallgató et al. (in press ) found a weaker perceptual learning effect in the transfer phase both after a 12-hour and a 24-hour delay. As the only difference was the 12-hour or the 24-hour delay, Hallgató et al. supposed that the differences between the results of the two studies can be related to the consolidation period only. Thus, this criterion, where in the Learning Phase, participants learned the perceptual and motor components concurrently, can be enough to infer that significant perceptual learning occurs immediately after the learning phase Nemeth et al., 2009; Weiermann et al., 2010) . However, it might also result in weaker consolidation after the delay period. One potential explanation for this is that brain structures underlying the perceptual and motor components of sequence learning are disconnected in the offline periods, and the perceptual component might be more sensitive to interference effects. To put the puzzle together, we propose that the consolidation period has a differential effect on the motor and perceptual components of sequence learning, so that in the transfer phase, the motor component is larger than the perceptual one. However, more investigations are needed to determine the potential background mechanisms of this phenomenon.
Beyond the question of the perceptual and motor components of learning, Hallgató et al.'s study has relevance for the sleep debate in consolidation as well (Debas et al., 2010; Doyon et al., 2009b; Gerván and Kovács, 2007; Karni, 1994; Robertson, 2009; Song, 2009; Stickgold and Walker, 2005; Walker et al., 2002) . Hallgató et al. also found that sleep does not benefit sequence learning. In addition, the role of sleep in the consolidation of motor and perceptual factors of implicit sequence learning exhibits no difference. Another plausible explanation besides those previously mentioned (e.g., awareness, the separation of general skill and sequence-specific learning) is that in the probabilistic sequence learning task used in this study, in addition to the primary sensory and motor brain regions, the subcortical structures and cerebellum are more involved (Doyon, 2008; Hikosaka et al., 1999; Hikosaka et al., 2002a) . This contrasts with the more basic finger tapping tasks, where sleep-dependent improvement has usually been found .
The effect of aging on consolidation
As implicit sequence learning is highly dependent on the integrity of the striatal network, and age-related structural and biochemical losses are pronounced in the striatal complex and connected prefrontal areas (Dennis and Cabeza, 2011; Raz et al., 2005; Rieckmann and Bäckman, 2009) , how online and offline sequence learning is affected by aging is an important question.
Several studies have shown that older adults exhibit online implicit sequence-specific learning comparable to young adults for simple repeating patterns in the SRT task (Brown et al., 2009; Fraser et al., 2009; Frensch and Miner, 1994; Howard and Howard, 1989; Howard and Howard, 1992) . However, more recent studies have reported that although older adults can learn higher-order sequence structure, they show age-related deficits in doing so (Curran, 1997; Howard et al., 2004; Howard and Howard, 1997; Nemeth et al., 2010b) . For example, using a version of the ASRT task, Bennett et al. (2007) found that old persons were able to learn even third-order dependencies (1RR2RR3 where R is a random element), although they learned less than the young control group.
Only a few studies have investigated the consolidation of implicit knowledge in older persons (Brown et al., 2009; Fraser et al., 2009; Nemeth et al., 2010b; Siengsukon and Boyd, 2009a, b; Spencer et al., 2007) . Spencer et al. (2007) , for example, used an implicit contextual version of the SRT task in order to specifically examine the effect of sleep. In a previous study, they found sleep-related offline improvement in this version of the task among young adults (probably because it's contextual component; Spencer et al., 2006) . In older subjects, however, neither offline improvement nor a sleep effect was shown (Spencer et al., 2007) . Compared to young adults, elderly participants showed deficits in consolidation. Similarly, Brown et al. (2009) found age-related consolidation deficits using the classical version of the SRT task. Nevertheless, neither Spencer et al. (2007) nor Brown et al. (2009) could distinguish general skill learning from sequence-specific learning in their tasks. As the ASRT task has been shown to yield offline general skill learning, but not offline sequence-specific learning in young adults (Song et al., 2007) , it is important to differentially analyze these two aspects of implicit sequence learning in older adults as well. Nemeth et al. (2010b) investigated implicit sequence learning after a 12-hour offline period. The novelty of this research in comparison to previous studies of consolidation in older adults (Brown et al., 2009; Siengsukon and Boyd, 2009a; Spencer et al., 2007) was that 1) it used probabilistic second-order sequences, and 2) it dealt separately with general skill and sequence-specific learning. The researchers showed that general skill learning improved offline in both the young and older groups, with the young group improving more than the old group. However, the improvement was not sleep dependent, in that it was not relevant whether the 12-hour offline period included sleep or not. In the case of sequence-specific learning, they found no offline improvement in either group.
A more recent study investigated the consolidation of implicit sequence learning by comparing the performance after 12-, 24-hour, and 1-week delays from the initial learning session in young and elderly adults . In the young adults, the researchers found offline improvement of the general skill after all delays, with gradual decline among them. The elderly adults showed offline improvement of the general skill only after the 12-hour offline period, and this improvement was weaker than that in the young group. Although the pattern in age groups is similar, these results suggest that the offline course of general skill learning may be affected by aging, since Nemeth and Janacsek did not find improvement either after a 24-hour or 1-week delay in the elderly group. No offline improvement was found in sequence-specific learning in either age group with any of the consolidation intervals. Sequence-specific learning did not decrease significantly between sessions for young participants, suggesting that sequence-specific knowledge was well consolidated in this group, whereas the older group showed weaker consolidation in all delay conditions compared to the younger group. Thus, according to these results, offline general skill learning is influenced both by the time course and aging, while the offline sequence learning is affected only by aging.
The differences between the young and old groups suggest that older participants are more sensitive to the time course in general skill learning, in that they showed no offline improvement even after the 24-hour delay. Regarding the practical consequences, the differences among the 12-, 24-hour, and 1-week consolidation intervals suggest that during new skill acquisition, it could be important to hold the training sessions closer together for optimal performance, with shorter intervals for elderly participants .
In the case of sequence-specific learning, older people show deficits both in online learning when the sequence structure is more complex and in the consolidation of sequence knowledge. A recent neuroimaging study (Dennis and Cabeza, 2011) found that elderly participants recruited medial temporal lobe structures in implicit sequence learning tasks, suggesting that compensation mechanisms are present to perform to an optimal level in these tasks. However, further studies are needed to precisely determine these compensation mechanisms and their potential role in age-related dementia and rehabilitation programs.
Conclusion and remaining questions
In view of the above, we can conclude that consolidation is not a single process; instead, there are multiple mechanisms in the offline period (e.g. general skill, sequence-specific processes), which are differently influenced by the task demand, awareness of the sequence, the length of the delay period, perceptual and motor factors, and the age of the participant (Table 1) . Contradictions in this field can occur due to low or absent control of these factors of sequence learning. For example, sleep does not benefit sequence learning performance in the case of probabilistic sequences (Nemeth et al., 2010b; Song et al., 2007) , because such sequences are more complex and implicit compared to simple and explicit sequence structures such as those used in finger tapping tasks. Consequently, the awareness of the sequence structure can modify the role of sleep in the consolidation process (Robertson, 2009; Robertson et al., 2004; Song, 2009) .
The length of the delay period between the learning and testing phase is also an important factor that differentially modifies general skill and sequence-specific learning. In the case of general skill learning, the length of the delay is critical: The highest offline improvement is observed after shorter delay periods . In contrast, the delay period has less effect on sequence-specific learning: Retention of the previously acquired knowledge has been observed after one week and even one year (Romano et al., 2010) , but without additional offline improvement. Separating the perceptual and motor factors of learning can further elucidate this issue in that consolidation of motor sequence learning is more robust than perceptual factor of sequence learning. Nevertheless, more investigations are needed to replicate this finding and further detail its potential background mechanisms. Finally, one of the most important factors that must be taken into consideration is the age of participants, since several studies found significant age-related deficits in the consolidation of both sequence-specific and general skill learning in elderly adults (Brown et al., 2009; .
Further studies of sequence consolidation should take these factors into consideration and investigate the following issues: 1) How consolidation affects implicit sequence learning in childhood in the separate cases of general skill learning and sequence-specific learning; 2) whether there is differential consolidation of the perceptual and motor factors of sequence learning in older ages; 3) how the length of delay modifies the consolidation of explicit sequence knowledge in the case of general skill and sequence specific learning; and finally 4) whether the length of delay has a differential effect on perceptual and motor consolidation in the case of explicit sequence learning.
Ultimately, we know a lot about the biological background of online implicit sequence learning (Albouy et al., 2008; Dennis and Cabeza, 2011; Doyon et al., 2009a; Keele et al., 2003; Kincses et al., 2008; Poldrack et al., 2005; Rieckmann et al., 2010; Sefcsik et al., 2009) . However, there is a huge gap in our knowledge related to brain plasticity during consolidation. Future neuroscientific investigations must address this question while controlling for the abovementioned factors, especially the differentiation between general skill and sequence-specific learning. These distinctions can contribute to developing a more sophisticated picture of brain-consolidationbehavior interaction. 
